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Administrators! Mike! Male! PhD!! WLC!! 4!years!
Erica! Female! PhD!! ITA! 2!year!





Samantha! Female! MA! WLC! 1!year!
Adam! Male! MA! IEP/ITA! 2!years!
Dave! Male! MA! IEP! 3!years!
Teachers! Susan*! Female! PhD!! WLC! 6!years!
Kate*! Female! PhD!! WLC! 4!years!
Randi*! Female! PhD!! WLC! 17!years!
Kyle! Male! PhD!! WLC! 15!years!
Jade*! Male! MA! ITA! 5!years!
Ally*! Female! PhD!! ITA! 9!years!
Sally! Female! MA! ITA! 19!years!





































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mike! Sep!2,!2011! Interview! 48:26!min!
Adam! Sep!7,!2011! Interview! 22:41!min!
Bethany! Sep!8,!2011! Interview!! 67:05!min!
Dave! Sep!9,!2011! Interview! 20:57!min!
Susan! Sep!12,!2011! Interview! 50:22!min!
Samantha! Sep!13,!2011! Interview! 35:02!min!
Sammy! Sep!16,!2011! Interview!! 37:50!min!
Kyle! Sep!26,!2011! Interview!! 63:42!min!
Sally! Sep!26,!2011! Interview!! 33:33!min!
Kate! Sep!29,!2011! Interview!! 69:26!min!
Ally! Sep!29,!2011! Interview! 28:58!min!
Jade! Oct!7,!2011! Interview! 42:27!min!
Randi! Oct!14,!2011! Interview! 66:66!min!
Erica!! Oct!17,!2011! Interview! 32:23!min!
Kate! March!20,!2012! Classroom!Observation! 90!min!
Ally! March!22,!2012! Classroom!Observation! 90!min!
Randi! March!26,!2012! Classroom!Observation! 50!min!
Jade! March!27,!2012! Classroom!Observation! 90!min!
Susan! April!19,!2012! Classroom!Observation! 90!min!















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Qualitative! Interviews! ALL! Turkey!!
Albirini!(2006)! 320!high!school!teachers! Quantitative! Survey! EFL!! Syria!
Al)Senaidi!et!al.!(2009)! 100!faculty!members! Quantitative! Survey! ALL! Oman!
Anderson!&!Dexter!(2000)! 488!school!principals!! Quantitative! Survey! ALL!! USA!
Baek!et!al.!(2006)! 202!teachers! Quantitative! Survey! ALL! Korea!
Baylor!&!Ritchie!(2002)! 94!teachers!from!12!schools! Quantitative! Interviews! ALL! USA!
Becker!(2000)! 4000!teachers! Quantitative! Survey! ALL! USA!
Brinkerhoff!(2006)! 25!teachers!(6!included!in!interviews)!
Mixed)







Chen!(2008)! 22!teachers! Qualitative! Interviews! EFL! Taiwan!!















































Qualitative! Interviews!! ALL! Canada!




(2010)! 1441!literacy!teachers!! Quantitative! Survey!!
K)12!
Literacy!! USA!
Inan!&!Lowther!(2010a)! 1382!teachers!from!54!schools! Quantitative!! Survey! ALL!! USA!
Inan!&!Lowther!(2010b)! 379!teachers!from!76!schools! Quantitative!! Survey! ALL! USA!
Kahveci!et!al.!(2011)! 130!secondary!teachers!from!3!schools! Quantitative!! Surveys! ALL! Turkey!
Kennedy!&!Stockwell!
(2009)!
3!teachers! Qualitative! Descriptions!of!experiences! Italian! Australia!
Kessler!&!Plakans!(2008)! 7!teachers! Qualitative! Interviews;!classroom!recordings!! ESL!! USA!














Liu!(2011)! 1340!teachers! Quantitative! Survey! Elementary! Taiwan!!
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Mueller,!et!al.!(2008)! 185!elementary!204!secondary!teachers! Quantitative! Surveys! ALL! Canada!







(2008)! 578!teachers! Quantitative!! Survey!!
Elementary!
teachers! Cyrprus!
Sahin!&!Thompson!(2007)! 43!teacher!education!faculty! Quantitative! Survey! College!of!education! USA!
Shin!&!Son!(2007)! 101!Korean!teachers!! Mixed)method!! Survey!! EFL!! Korea!
Tondeur!et!al.,!(2008)! 574!elementary!teachers!from!57!schools!! Quantitative! Survey!
Primary!
schools! Flanders!!
van!Braak!(2000)! 233!teachers! Quantitative! Survey! Secondary!! Brussels!!
Winke!&!Goertler!(2008)! 911!students!! Quantitative! Survey!! Language!(CALL)!! USA!




Wu!et!al.!(2006)! 1,002!junior!high!science!teachers!! Quantitative! Survey! Science! Taiwan!
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APPENDIX(E:(DATA(ANALYSIS(INDICES(
Index(for(Administrators((
1. Background(
a. Education!
b. Experience!
c. Research!Interests!
d. Teaching!Interests!!
2. Role(
a. Administrative!responsibilities!
b. Relationship!with!teachers!
3. Resources(
4. Opinions(about(teachers(
5. Reasons(for(using(technology(
6. Reasons(for(not(using(technology((
7. Professional(development(
8. Beliefs(about(the(role(of(technology(
9. Support(
a. Funding!opportunities!
b. Peer!support!
c. Technical!and!pedagogical!
Index(for(Teachers((
1. Background(
a. Current!position!
b. Education!
c. Experience!
d. Interests!
e. Native!language!
2. Class(size(
3. Courses(teaching((
4. Curriculum(decisions(
5. Highlights(about(exemplary(technology(use(
6. Issues(and(solutions(
7. Opinions(about(other(teachers(
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a. Administrative!
b. Research!
c. Service!
9. Pedagogical(beliefs(
a. Beliefs!about!language!teaching!!
b. Beliefs!about!technology!
10. Professional(development(
11. Reasons(for(not(using(technology(
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12. Reasons(for(using(technology(
a. Automated!help!
b. Easy!management!
c. Go!green!
d. Input!
e. Personal!motivation!
f. Recording!is!easy!
g. Saves!class!time!
h. Tech!generation!
i. Other!
13. Students(
a. Access!to!technology!and!technical!issues!
b. Do!not!appreciate!
c. Proficiency!level!
d. Technologies!required!
e. To!be!on!the!same!page!
f. Other!!
14. Suggestions(for(other(teachers(
15. Support(
a. Financial!!
b. Peer!
c. Technical!and!pedagogical!!
16. Technical(problems(
a. CMS!problems!
b. Issues!with!publisher!content!!
17. Technical(skill(level(
18. Technology(access(
19. Technology(leadership((
20. Technology(use(
a. Assessment!purposes!
b. For!fun!
c. InSclass!use!
d. Outside!the!class!
e. Personal!use!
f. Research!purposes!
g. Language!skill!area!
21. Time(
a. Time!spent!on!preparing!for!class!
b. Other!time!related!issues!
22. Typical(classroom(
a. Pair!and!group!work!
b. Prepare!technology!
23. Where(they(learn(technologies(
a. CALL!courses!
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b. CELT!
c. Conferences!
d. Online!portal!
e. Online!search!
f. Other!departments!
g. Peers!
h. Personal!exigency!
i. Technology!support!person!
j. Other!
24. Work(load(
Index(for(Technical(Support(Personnel((
1. Awareness(
2. Background(
a. Education!!
b. Experience!
c. Interests!
3. Opinions(about(teachers(
4. Professional(development(
5. Resources(
a. Computer!labs!
b. Resources!used!by!teachers!
c. Resources!used!by!students!
6. Role((
a. Teacher!support!
b. Student!support!
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(
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APPENDIX(F:(EXAMPLE(OF(SORTING(DATA(WITH(TRANSANA™ 
Transana(Collection(Report(
Collection:(Teachers(>(Support(
Collection:(Teachers!>!Support!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!
Episode(Transcript:!!Randi!
Clip(Transcript:!
Researcher:!When!you!need!some!kind!of!a!technology!to!support!your!teaching,!
do!you!find!it!easy!to!locate!resources?!!
Randi:!Yes.!!
Researcher:!What!do!you!think!the!best!way!is!or!how!do!you!find!out!about!the!
technologies!that!you!are!using?!
Randi:!I!should!say!I!find!technological!support!easy!to!find.!So!change!my!
previous!answer.!My!yes!it!that![the!university]!has!a!lot!of!different!places!that!I!
can!go!that!are!easy!to!access.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!
Episode(Transcript:!!Randi!
Clip(Transcript:!
I!considered!of!doing!something!with!Wimba!with!the!former!LSRC!director,!it!
never!got!very!far!because!preStenure!and!I!had!to!do!my!own!stuff.!
Collection:(Teachers!>!Support!>!Financial!
Episode(Transcript:!!Kate!
Clip(Transcript:!
Kate:!the!resources!I!normally!get!funds!from!grants.!And!that!is!why!I!can!do!all!
these.!Like!I!put!these!courses,!I!was!able!to!work!on!the!course!because!of!a!
grant,!LASCAC!and!the!Miller!grant,!Miller!fellowships.!Those,!yeah.!Yeah,!I!try!to,!
to!apply!to!those!grants,!the!LASCAC,!the!Miller,!also!for!a!small,!the!small!
LASCAC,!they!give!you!money!the!small!quantity,!but!you!know,!to!create!
activities!and!things!like!that!for!the!courses.!Yeah.!!
Researcher:!Is!that!how!you!like,!do!you!hire!TAs!helping!you!develop!these!
materials?!!
Kate:!Yeah,!that!is!what!I!do.!I!do,!yeah.!So,!like,!right!now,!the,!that!we!have!
Blackboard,!it!was!because!we!got!a!LASCAC!grant!and!I!hired![a!graduate!
student]!so!he!is!working!on!transferring!everything!from!WebCT!to!Blackboard.!
And!it!seems!like!it!is!easy!to!do,!but!see,!you!see!the!courses.!That!is!how!it!
looks!and!it!is!really!complicated!to,!you!know,!put!in!Blackboard!just!like!that.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Financial!
Episode(Transcript:!!Kate!
Clip(Transcript:!
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Kate:!I!was!really!frustrated!when!they!said!we!were!switching!to!Blackboard!and!
I!"What!"!And!I!said!to!Travis!OK!I!am!gonna!help!you!to!pilot!this,!and!when!I!
saw!he!passed!one!course!that!I!have!to!Blackboard,!and!I!saw!only!one!folder.!I!
was!getting!crazy,!and!I!"no,!sorry,!I!cannot!teach,!I!cannot!teach!this!course!with!
one!folder"!When!you!know!the!course!was!looking!like!that.!Yeah,!so.!I!do!not!
think!if!I!do!not!have!those!resources,!I!could!not,!I!could!not!do!it.!Like!again,!
when!you!ask!me!what!number!to!give!you,!rate,!I!rate!myself!like!a!3,!because!I!
cannot!do!those.!If!I!do!not!have!a!person!with,!know!more!about!technology!or!
the,!the!codes!and!all!those!things,!I!do!not!know!how!to!all!that?!I!do!not!know!
much!about!technology.!I!like!to!use!it!but!I!do!not!know!how!to!do!a!lot!of!
things,!which!is!bad,!I!would!like!to!learn.!!
Researcher:!But,!you!are!kind!of!taking!the!opportunity!to!
Kate:!Well,!you!know,!we!cannot!do!everything.!Like!if,!if!I!learn!about!that,!that!
time!I!could!use!for!research!or,!so!I!have!to!take!the!opportunities!like,!if,!we!
have!these!grants,!LASCAC!and!all!those!grants.!Those!are!good!opportunity!for!
me!to!have!people!to!work!on!what!I!want.!!
Researcher:!So,!can!we!consider!those!grants!as!some!kind!of!an!incentive?!!
Kate:!Yes.!!
Researcher:!For!you!to!use!technology!in!your!teaching.!!
Kate:!Yes.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Financial!
Episode(Transcript:!!Randi!
Clip(Transcript:!
the!university!has!also!been!pretty!supportive!economically!in!terms!of!things.!
Scanners!and!things!like!that.!Our!new!photocopier!has!a!scanner!or!bookeye!
scanner,!I!will!use!those!a!lot.!I!have!a!handheld!scanner!that!I!will!use!for!
scanning!text!and!things!like!that.!But!and!then!another!part!is!what!the!people!
from!the!textbooks!put!in!occasionally.!!There!is!a!textbook!that!puts!a!useful!
technology!my!way!but!not!nearly!as!often!as!you!would!think.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Financial!
Episode(Transcript:!!Sammy!
Clip(Transcript:!
Researcher:!Do!you!get!any!incentives!for!integrating!technology!in!your!
classrooms?!!
Sammy:!Incentives!as!far!as!from!the!department!or!just!any?!
Researcher:!It!could!be!like!incentives!in!terms!of!release!time!or!just!stipend!or!
appreciation?!
Sammy:!This!is!the!first!any!kind!of!feedback!that!I!have!gotten!that!has!been!
acknowledged.!!
Researcher:!Do!you!think!that!kind!of!a!system!would!encourage!other!teachers!
to!integrate!technology!too?!!
Sammy:!To!have!some!kind!of!incentive!or!appreciation,!of!course.!
Collection:(Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
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Episode(Transcript:!!Jade!
Clip(Transcript:!
I!think!colleagues!are!the!important!resource.!Like!you!can!talk!to!your!
colleagues!about!learning!new!technology.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
Episode(Transcript:!!Sammy!
Clip(Transcript:!
I!do!not!know!how!to!answer!that!question.!We!have!Moodle,!and!then!we!have!
a!separate!webpage!where!we!keep!our!attendance.!Most!of!the!assignments!
that!I!set!up!for!lab,!I!do!on!my!own.!So,!we!do!not!really!have!a!lot!of!resources!
for!technology.!And!what!we!do!have,!of!course!we!have!access!to!it,!but!we!do!
not.!I!share,!we!can!add!other!teachers!to!our!class,!and!we!can!join!other!
teachers'!classes,!so!we!share.!We!can!share!lessons,!they!can!take!whatever!
they!want!from!my!page!and!transfer!it!to!theirs.!So!we!do!some!of!that.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
Episode(Transcript:!!Sally!
Clip(Transcript:!
so!I!am!using!some!materials!that!I!did!not!create.!Some!of!what!I!am!doing!is,!is!
that.!Some!pronunciation!materials!that!were!created!by!a!group!of!us!several!
years!ago!for!that!section!of!180.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
Episode(Transcript:!!Sally!
Clip(Transcript:!
I!mean!we!help!each!other.!I!want!to!do!something!I!do!not!know!how!to!do,!I!
will!ask!my!colleagues!and!figure!out!somebody![?]!but!we!do!not!have!
somebody!who!helps!us!with!that.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
Episode(Transcript:!!Sally!
Clip(Transcript:!
Researcher:!And!you!also!mentioned!that!you!were!consulting!with!your!
colleagues!about!!
Sally:!Hih!hih,!
Researcher:!Can!you!elaborate!on!that!a!little!bit!like!when!you!have!a!question!
do!you!just!go!talk!to!someone!or!how!is!that!communication!facilitated?!!
Sally:!Yeah,!we!just!go,!walk!into!their!office!or!eSmail!if!I!cannot!find!them.!I!
mean!I!know!who!else!is!teaching!180,!for!instance,!And!I!know!that!they!are!
dealing!with!the!same!problems.!So,!last!week!when!I!could!not!upload!my!files,!I!
eSmailed![another!teacher]!and!said!hey!what!are!you!doing!with!your!files.!I!said!
I!have!not!tried!it!yet.!What!are!you!doing?!And!!
Researcher:!So!you!know!what!each!of!you!are!using!and!doing!in!your!classes?!!
Sally:!To!a!certain!extent,!yeah.!Yeah.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Peer!
Episode(Transcript:!!Sally!
Clip(Transcript:!
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I!hear!somebody!is!using!something.!We,!all!of!us,!talk!all!the!time!what!we!are!
doing!and!I!see!oh!that!is!a!cool!idea!and!so!then!I!try!it!myself.!
Collection:(Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Susan!
Clip(Transcript:!
we!have!students!at!the!desk!who!can!help!with!those!sorts!of!technological!
issues!in!the!classroom.!And!then![the!LSRC!director]!who!are!available!for!the!
sort!of!soft!side!in!terms!of!curricular!development!and!how!to!implement!
different!kinds!of!technologies!into!your!classroom.!So,!I!guess!I!would,!I!guess,!
as!a!user,!sure!I!feel!limitations!because!it!is!just!my!own!lack!of!knowledge.!But,!
I!would!not!say!that!I!have!ever!had,!have!not!felt!restricted.!I!have!always,!
whatever!it!is!I!wanted!to!do!somebody!has!found!a!way!to!make!it!happen.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Susan!
Clip(Transcript:!
I!find!that!I!need!some,!for!technology!especially;!I!find!that!I!tend!to!need!
somebody!to!show!me!how!to!do!it!as!opposed!to!picking!up!a!manual!and!
following!along!in!the!manual.!Probably!because!I!just!do!not!have!the!patience,!
you!know,!to!sit!trough!and!read.!And,!plus,!I!am!a!very!visual!person;!it!is!good!
to!have!that!right!in!front!of![my]!eyes.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Susan!
Clip(Transcript:!
in!terms!of!technology!integration,!we!certainly!have![the!former!LSRC!director],!
well!now,!we!have![current!LSRC!director],!who!is!new!and!learning,!filling!the!
ropes!(?),!learning!her!way!around.!But!we!definitely!always!have!a!curriculum!
and!technology!specialist!with!whom!we!can!make!appointments!as!I!have!in!the!
past!said!here!is!what!I!would!like!students!to!do,!what!do!I!need!technology!
wise,!you!know,!to!help!students!achieve!that.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Susan!
Clip(Transcript:!
We!will!do!like!brown!bag!presentations!and!talks.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Ally!
Clip(Transcript:!
It!is!very!easy.!I!mean!stuff!with!the!Moodle,!if!I!have!questions!about!whether!
Moodle!can!do!a!certain!or!if!I!want!to!group!students!in!a!certain!way!or!
whatever,!then,!you!know!we!have!a!department!person!who!works!with!
that.!Yeah!and!so!I!guess,!if!I!have!questions!about!the!software!that!is!in!the!
pronunciation!lab,!I!could!just!talk!to!Elena!or!Jade.!When!we!record,!
students!do!some!formal!presentations!and!they!are!recorded!using!the!
Pinnacle!system!in!Pearson.!Anyway,!it!is!just!a!video!recorder!thing.!And!so,!
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then!Jade!and!Elena!would!be!the!people!to!help!me!with!that.!So,!yeah,!it!is!
very!easy!to!find!support.!!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Ally!
Clip(Transcript:!
Well,!there!is!things!that!I!do!not!take!advantage!of![laughing]!that!are!available.!
But!every!couple!weeks,!people!in!the!Applied!Linguistics!program!will!present!
ideas!on!their!research,!which,!a!lot!of!times,!integrates!technology.!So!that!
would!be!a!great!place!to!go!and!a!lot!of!times!they!would!make!pedagogical!
connections!and!so!to!go!and!get!ideas.!I!do!not!usually!do!that!because!I!have!to!
watch!my!kids!at!home.!But!that!is!a!good!idea.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
Episode(Transcript:!!Randi!
Clip(Transcript:!
Blackboard!support!I!can!get!on!the!phone!in!instant,!and!it!is!always!helpful!and!
they!can,!Wimba!a!little!harder,!but!that!is,!you!know.!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!
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But!that!is,!yeah.!I!feel!really!lucky!in!terms!of!the!tech!support!and!the!tech!
opportunities!I!have!had!here.!Because!otherwise!I!certainly!would!not!be!doing!
what!I!do,!but,!with!technology,!but!yeah.!There!could!be!more.!
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But!I!mean!I!cannot!quit!using!Blackboard.!So,!that!you!know,!for!go!ahead,!they!
are!gonna!fix!it!because!it!is!university!wide.!But!if!it!were!a!technology!that!not!
the!whole!university!was!using!or!if!they!were!gonna!say!Wimba,!we!might!
support!it!for!you,!but!then!we!are!gonna!quit!using!it.!Then!if!it!is!gonna!be!
unsupported!then!I!would!not!use!it.!They!have!integrated!Wimba!into!the!
Supersite!for!my!textbook.!So,!I!feel!confident!that,!you!know,!if!I!cannot!use!this!
for!some!reason!at!another,!if!I!switched!institutions.!I!can!still!go!back!and!use!
the!similar!technology!because!somebody!has!found!it!valuable!enough!to,!to!
do.!
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So,!I!have!not!moved!away!from!Blackboard,!you!know,!higher!tech!people!than!I!
have!heard,!Moodle!and!all!sorts!of!things!like!that!but!I!feel!like!I!need!the!
technical!support.!If!we!ever!go!to!all!such!an!easy!system!that!everybody!can!do!
it,!I!would!go!that!way.!
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Well,!there!is!other!teachers.!Recently,!we!have,!we!got!an!undergraduate!who!
works!in!like!computer,!he!is!like!our!tech!guy!now.!So!he!has!got!office!hours!
here!in!the!building.!So,!I!have!not!taken!advantage!of!this!availability!yet.!But,!
resources!we!have.!We!have!a!couple!of!things.!We!have!a!vocabulary!website!
that!we!are!supposed!to!be!using!for!our!reading!which!is!bottom!of!my!list!right!
now!to!get!up!and!running.!I!do!not!know.!I!wish!we!had!more.!!
Researcher:!Were!there!times!that!you!needed!technical!support!and?!
Sammy:!Not!very!often.!!
Researcher:!So,!you!find!it!easy!to!troubleshoot!if!you!have!any!problems!or?!
Sammy:!I!hate!to!say!yes,!but![silence]!I!guess!so.!I!like!try!to!figure!stuff!out.!
Researcher:!So,!I!mean!you!have!to,!do!you!feel!like!you!have!to!figure!out!on!
your!own?!
Sammy:!I!do!not!feel!like!I!have!to.!But,!I!like!trying!to!figure!out!on!my!own.!
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Well,!we!have!our!department!tech!guys!if!we!have!problems!with!our!
computers.!!
Researcher:!Is!that!for!like!hardware!stuff!like?!
Sally:!Yeah,!it!would!be!like!you!try!to!print!and!it!does!not!print!
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but!as!far!as!help,!there!is!very,!there!really!is!not!any!support!as!far!as!using!
software.!
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But,!as!far!as!trouble!shooting!when!you!have!a!problem,!you!know,!they!do!not!
have!the!staff!to!have!somebody!dedicated!!
Researcher:!You!mean!the!!
Sally:!180!program.!They!do!not!have!somebody,!do!not!have!a!staff!that!they!
can!say!here!is!our!tech!person,!they!are!gonna!help!you!with!whatever!
problems!you!have.!I!think!most!of!us!just!figure!it!out!on!our!own.!And,![other!
teachers]!had!the!same!issue!with!uploading!their!videos.!However,!they!both!
have!Macs!and!so!they!ask![Moodle!Admin],!who!is!our!Moodle!person!now!and!
he!suggested!that!they!use!iMovie!which!evidently!uploads!very!quickly!and!it!is!
easier!than!the!converter!that!I!have.!But,!I!was!able!to!convert!mine!fine!with!
my!IBM!computer!so,!it!is!Dell!it!is!not!an!IBM,!but!it!is!not!a!Mac.!So.!!
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Pedagogically,!the,!we!also!get!a!lot!of!good!suggestions!from!our!staff!here.!
How!often!I!take!them!....!on!certain!things!is!a,!is!a!good!question.!
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And!this!institution!is!very!poor!at!recognizing!that.!Most!of!the!staff!outside!of!
this!department!that!I!have!experienced!have!an!attitude!that,!that,!it!is!the!
faculty's!responsibility!to!spend!the!time!to!come!to!them!to!explain!their!issues,!
to!ask!for!assistance,!to,!with!the!mechanics!of!this!system.!And!this!also!
happens!in!the,!in!the!issues!with!the!course!management!systems!like!
blackboard.!It!is!the!faculty's!responsibility!to!come!to!a!training,!to!figure!this!
out,!to!ask!someone!for!help!when!of!course,!using!blackboard!in!a!500!person!
lecture!is!extraordinary!different!than!....!my!course.!But,!is!that!a!good!use!of!
my!time!when!they!are!gonna!be!talking!most!of!the!time!in!a!training!session!
about!a!500!lecture!course,!NO,!probably!not.!But,!no!I!also!do!not!want!to!have!
to!sit!here!for!an!hour!with!the!trainer.!There!we!go.!I!want!to!be!able!to!get!that!
stuff!gone!fast.!And!it!is,!sometimes!it!works!fine!around!here,!sometimes!it!does!
not.!Our!own!staff!are!very!very!responsive!but!it!is!not!their!job!to!make!our!
blackboard!work!right.!It!is!the!job!of!all!the!very!very!well!paid!people!in,!in!
Instructional!Technology!centralized!places!to!do!that.!Some!are!OK,!some!are!
not!so!OK!in!doing!that.!So,!and!I,!I!do!encounter!often!what!I!fear!is!an!attitude!
that!their!time!as!staff!is!what!they!have!to!worry!about!and!faculty!have!to!
accommodate!to!the!staff's!time.!I!am!very!much!opposed!to!that!opinion.!The!
staff!exist!to!assist!faculty!in!the!delivery!of!the!goal!around!here!which!is!good!
education!and!good!research.!And!the!staff!do!not!have!that!attitude!in!many!
cases.!They!have!an!attitude!of!"I!am!here,!but!if!you!need!help,!you!know,!it!is!
your!job!to!find!the!time!to!come!to!me!and!get!help.!I!do!not!like!it.!I!do!not!like.!
My!time!is!too!valuable!to!do!that,!far!too!valuable.!I!get!paid!far!too!little!
compared!to!what!is!most!of!those!kinds!of!people!get!paid.!And,!I!will!not!allow!
them!to!waste!my!time.!!
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The!CELT,!I!have!gone!to!quite!a!lot!of!the!CELT!workshops.!
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English!department!usually!have!those!workshops,!like!Moodle!workshops.!And!
also,!not!long!ago,!they!had!a!workshop!on!the!Lime!Survey,!which!is!an!online!
survey!system.!I!think!it,!they!did!a!good!job!in!getting!teachers'!needs!???!I!think!
our!member!getting!a!survey!about!what!kind!of!thing!you!want!to!learn!about!
technology?!So!you!can!pick!the!stuff!and!they!pick!the!most!the!voted!thing!to!
give!a!workshop!about.!So,!this!kind!of!support!is!really!helpful!
Collection:!!Teachers!>!Support!>!Technical!and!Pedagogical!>!workshops!
Episode(Transcript:!!Ally!
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!I!get!this,!the!eSmails!from!CELT!about!different!ideas!too,!so!that!is!nice.!And!I!
know!that!they!have!offered!workshops!before!but!I!just,!again,!it!is!not!
something!I!have!looked!into.!!
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With!180,!you!know,!here!is!an!example.!I!wanted!to!put!my!students'!little!video!
tape,!you!know,!180!program!has,!loans!us!the!equipment,!so!I!have!a!flip!
camera!to!use,!to!make!a!digital!recording,!but!last!week,!I!was!going!to!put!
their,!two!years!ago!last!time!I!taught!180,!they!had!a,!they!purchased!a!program!
that!converted!files!from!the!flip!camera!which!are!very!large!files!into!a!file!that!
could!be!uploaded!to!the!Moodle!and!to!a!flv!file.!And!so!I!was!assuming!that!I!
could!still!use!their!program!and!they!gave!me!a!computer!that!did!not!have!the!
program!on!it.!And!so!I!had!to!figure!out!some!other!way!to!do!it.!And!I!figured!it!
out,!they!did!not!figure!it!out.!So,!you!know,!it!is,!I!would!say!there!is!not!much!
support.!As!far!as,!they!did!offer,!they!did!offer!two!years!ago!little!workshops!on!
using!the!Moodle!and!things!that!we!can!do!with!the!Moodle,!that!was!quite!
helpful.!But,!as!far!as!trouble!shooting!when!you!have!a!problem,!you!know,!they!
do!not!have!the!staff!to!have!somebody!dedicated!
! !
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